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Characterizing Håkon Mosby
Mud Volcano (Barents Sea) cold
seep systems by combining
ROV-based acoustic data and
underwater photogrammetry

Luca Fallati 1,2*, Giuliana Panieri3*, Claudio Argentino3,
Andrea Giulia Varzi1, Stefan Bünz3 and Alessandra Savini1,2

1Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of Milano-Bicocca, Milano, Italy,
2MaRHE Center (Marine Research and High Education Centre), Magoodhoo Island, Faafu Atoll,
Republic of Maldives, 3Department of Geosciences, UiT - The Arctic University of Norway,
Tromsø, Norway
Cold-seep systems have a unique geo-ecological significance in the deep-sea

environment. They impact the variability of present-day submarine sedimentary

environments, affecting the evolution of the landscape over time and creating a

variety of submarine landforms, one of which is Mud Volcanoes (MVs). MVs are

submarine landforms form due extrusion of mud, fluids, and gas, mainly

methane, from deeper sedimentary layers. These natural gas seepage systems

could significantly affect climate change and the global carbon cycle. We present

a comprehensive method that combines ROV-based multibeam mapping and

underwater photogrammetry to enhance the understanding of the geomorphic

units characterizing the Håkon Mosby Mud Volcano (HMMV) and the distribution

of associated habitats. HMMV is indeed characterized by high thermal and

geochemical gradients from its center to the margins resulting in a clear

zonation of chemosynthetic communities. Our approach integrates multi-

resolutions and multi-sources data acquired using a work-class ROV. The

ROV-based microbathymetry data helped to identify the different types of

fine-scale submarine landforms in the central part of HMMV. This revealed

three distinct geomorphic units, with the central hummocky region being the

most complex. To further study this area, ROV images were analyzed using a

defined Structure fromMotion workflow producingmillimetric resolution 2D and

3D models. Object-Based Image Analysis (OBIA), applied on orthomosaics,

allowed us to obtain a fine classification of main benthic communities

covering a total area of 940m2, including the active seepage area of the

hummocky rim. Four major substrate types were distinctly imaged in these

regions: uncovered mud, bacterial mats high-density, bacterial mats low-

density, sediments and tubeworms. Their relationship with terrain morphology

and seepage activity was investigated at different scale, contributing to a deeper

understanding the ecological functioning of cold seep ecosystems in MVs. The

applied workflow is proposed as an innovative processing technique for future

studies on cold-seep systems. Geomorphic, biogeochemical, and ecological
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processes in extreme environments are inherently linked and marked by spatial

patterns typifying associated habitats and sedimentary environments. This is

poorly investigated in previous studies, leaving a substantial gap in the

geomorphological drivers responsible for habitat distribution and extent in

cold seep systems.
KEYWORDS

ROV, structure from motion, microbathymetry, Haakon Mosby Mud Volcano, arctic
seafloor mapping, arctic cold seeps, methane seepage, benthic environment
Introduction

The diversity and ecological significance of the deep ocean are a

growing areas of interest in scientific research, not only for

improving the understanding on the planet’s biodiversity and

functioning but also for sustainable resource management,

conservation efforts, and for addressing global challenges like

climate change and ocean health (Mengerink et al., 2014; Thurber

et al., 2014; Ramirez-Llodra, 2020). However, the extent and

variability of ecologically significant deep-sea benthic habitats are

still poorly known (Mayer et al., 2018; Wölfl et al., 2019). The great

depths make it challenging for researchers and equipment to access

and explore deep-sea benthic habitats at fine-scale, and only the use

of large infrastructures (i.e. Research Vessel) and advanced ocean

technology (i.e.: remotely operated vehicles - ROVs and

autonomous underwater vehicles - AUVs, Huvenne et al., 2018;

Whitt et al., 2020) can support the challenging aspect of collecting

reliable datasets, especially where the deep landscape shows extreme

conditions and a topographic complexity often associated with high

lateral variability (Bell et al., 2022), as in the case of cold-seep

systems. Cold-seep systems have an important ecological

significance (Kallmejer, 2017), affecting the evolution of the

submarine landscape in space and time (Etiope, 2015), and

creating a variety of submarine landforms, among which Mud

Volcanoes (MVs).

Submarine MVs are positive, dome-shaped landforms, formed

by the extrusion of mud, fluids and gas (primarily methane) from

deeper sedimentary layers (Kopf, 2002 and therein). They represent

natural gas seepage systems, and since methane is a relevant

greenhouse gas, MVs have important implications for climate

change and the global carbon cycle (Sauter et al., 2006; Perez-

Garcia et al., 2009; Etiope, 2015; Andreassen et al., 2017). As other

seepage systems, MVs can also support important ecosystems at the

seafloor (MacDonald et al., 2000; Åström et al., 2016; Åström et al.,

2020; Joye, 2020), since the sediment porewater gets enriched with

compounds like methane and sulfide, that provide a source of

energy and nutrients for chemosynthetic microbial communities,

which in turn support complex food webs and specialized deep-sea

organisms (Aloisi et al., 2002; Dubilier et al., 2008; Foucher et al.,

2009; Åström, 2018; Joye, 2020). Since chemosynthetic biological

communities thrive under uncommon environmental conditions,

especially considering the steep chemical (and often thermal)
02
gradient, cold seep systems such as MVs are usually indicated as

submarine extreme environments (Kallmejer, 2017).

Submarine MVs have thus attracted considerable scientific

interest due to the complex geological and biological interactions

that create distinct deep-sea environments (Gebruk et al., 2003;

Jerosch et al., 2007). The MVs dome-shaped landforms can largely

vary in diameter (up to a few kilometers) and heights (up to a few

tens of meters above adjacent seafloor) (Mazzini and Etiope, 2017).

Their discovery at the seafloor generally involves ship-based

research surveys carried out using a combination of acoustic

remote sensing techniques to collect high-resolution bathymetric

measurements and seafloor backscattering data (Judd and Hovland

2007; Savini et al., 2018) using multibeam echosounders (MBES).

However, as the water depth increases, the resolution of ship-based

MBES surveys decreases (Mayer et al., 2018; Savini et al., 2021). In

deeper waters, the “beam footprint” (i.e.: the size of each individual

data point or sound pulse transmitted by the MBES system - Clarke,

2018) may range from a few meters to a few decades of meters, and

the detection of complex surface topography might be more

challenging or even not possible because of the resulting low

resolution. In such cases, the use of complementary methods,

such as ROVs and/or AUVs, may be necessary for detailed

mapping and direct exploration (Huvenne et al., 2018). Several

deep-water MVs have been explored and mapped through ROV-

based multibeam surveys (Dupré et al., 2008; Foucher et al., 2009;

Foucher et al., 2010; Paull et al., 2015; Loher et al., 2018; Blouin

et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2021), to investigate the extent to which the

unique habitats of these dome-shaped features could be linked to

the observed fine-scale variability in their geomorphic,

biogeochemical, and ecological processes. (Lee et al., 2021).

In the last decades, high-resolution seafloor habitat mapping

achieved using ROVs equipped with MBES has greatly

revolutionized the field of marine exploration and data

acquisition (Opderbecke et al., 2004; Singh et al., 2004; Dupré

et al., 2008; Foubert et al., 2011; Lim et al., 2018). In addition, the

improved quality, accuracy, and resolution of ROVs underwater

cameras and positioning systems allow nowadays to generate scaled

and georeferenced two and three-dimensional (2D, 3D) models of

deep-sea underwater features (Marcon et al., 2013; Marcon 2014) by

employing advanced image processing techniques such as Structure

from Motion (SfM) (Conti et al., 2019; Price et al., 2019; Lim et al.,

2020). SfM is a computer vision technique that reconstructs 3D
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structures and camera motion from a sequence of overlapping 2D

images or video frames (Westoby et al., 2012). This technique has

gained popularity in marine imaging research, both in shallow and

deep-sea environments (Leon et al., 2015; Robert et al., 2017; Price

et al., 2019; Montalbetti et al., 2022).

In this work, using a novel dataset, we combine data from ROV

microbathymetry and ultra-high resolution SfM to enhance our

understanding of the geomorphological and ecological

characteristics of the Håkon Mosby Mud Volcano (HMMV).

Located in the southwestern Barents Sea, HMMV has captured

the interest of researchers since its discovery, and it has served as a

natural study laboratory for various disciplines over the years

(Gebruk et al., 2003; De Beer et al., 2006; Niemann et al., 2006;

Jerosch et al., 2007; Perez-Garcia et al., 2009; Rybakova

Goroslavskaya et al., 2013; Åström et al., 2020). Terrain variables

with a resolution never achieved before, have been derived to

correlate the variability of the fine-scale submarine landforms that
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
shape a large sector of the HMMV and the spatial pattern that

clearly distinguishes the associated benthic communities. The

proposed workflow, along with innovative processing techniques,

can serve as a benchmark for future studies on cold-seep systems.
Materials and methods

Study area

The Håkon Mosby Mud Volcano (HMMV) is situated at about

100 km from the southern west Norwegian coast, in the Barents

Sea., at 1250 m below the sea surface (Figure 1). The HMMV was

discovered in 1987 during an oceanographic expedition dedicated

to the regional SeaMARC II side-scan sonar survey (Vogt et al.,

1997; Vogt et al., 1999). Since then, extensive ship-based research

expeditions and investigations documented the key geological
FIGURE 1

Study site area. (A) indicates the Barents Sea, and (B) indicates the position of HMMV. (B) represents the ROV microbathymetry of the central part of
HMMV acquired with Ægir 6000 ROV and R/V Kronprins Håkon (not in scale). (C, D) indicate the two areas mapped with ROV photogrammetry
during DIVE 26a and DIVE 26b.
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(Perez-Garcia et al., 2009), geochemical (De Beer et al., 2006),

geomorphological (Jerosch et al., 2007), bio-ecological and

microbiological (Gebruk et al., 2003; Niemann et al., 2006;

Rybakova Goroslavskaya et al., 2013; Åström et al., 2020) aspects

that have called for its formation processes and ecological patterns.

The southwestern Barents Sea margin separates the oceanic

Eocene-Early Oligocene oceanic crust in the Lofoten Basin from the

continental crust in Barents Sea (Faleide et al., 1996; Milkov et al.,

2004). Marine geophysical surveys have revealed through time that

HMMV lies within a slide scar (Laberg and Vorren, 1993; Laberg

and Vorren, 1996) near the depocenter of the Bear Island

sedimentary fan. It is underlain by a sequence of Cenozoic

sediments more than 6 km thick (Fiedler and Faleide, 1996;

Hjelstuen et al., 1999). The boundary between the preglacial bio-

siliceous ooze and the glacial mud, lies approximately 3 km below

the seafloor and dates to 2.3 Ma, indicating a high sedimentation

rate of 1.3 m per 1000 years (Fiedler and Faleide, 1996; Hjelstuen

et al., 1999; Perez-Garcia et al., 2009). The deformation below

HMMV, as observed in seismic profiles, extends at least to the base

of the glacial unit (Hjelstuen et al., 1999).

HMMV forms a typical cone-shaped landform that rises about

100 m above the seafloor, and has a base diameter of approximately

1.5 km (Hjelstuen et al., 1999; Vogt et al., 1999). The central area

covers 1.2 km2 and has a relief of 7 to 15 m (Foucher et al., 2010).

The structure of HMMV can be divided into three well-defined

morphological units, as described by Jerosch et al. (2007) and

Milkov et al. (2004). The volcano’s central crater (1) corresponds

to a flat area formed by recent mudflow, and around it, a

hummocky rim (2) with varying width and height defines its

perimeter (Figure 1). The width ranges from 440 m in the North

to 10 m in the South-West, and the maximum height is 10 m

towards the central area. The third unit is a 2 m deep circular moat

(3) that surrounds the other two units, with a 100 to 270 m width.

Studies have shown that areas with high methane sediment

concentration and CH4 seepage are mostly found in the central and

hummocky regions (Jerosch et al., 2007; Feseker et al., 2008). These

areas are dominated by a large number of chemoautotrophic

organisms, such as Beggiatoa mats and pogonophora tubeworms,

as well as associated macrofauna (Gebruk et al., 2003; Niemann

et al., 2006; Jerosch et al., 2007). However, the abundance of these

communities is lower in the moat area due to less emission of CH4

and fluids (Jerosch et al., 2007).
ROV data collection

The present study is based on a novel set of data collected

during the CAGE 21-1 cruise of R/V Kronprins Håkon from May

22nd to June 9th, 2021 (Bünz and Panieri, 2022). The primary

objective of the cruise was to utilize the Ægir 6000 ROV (Kystdesign

AS, Haugesund, Norway) to capture guided video imagery and

study methane seepage systems. Throughout the cruise, a total of 26

dives were conducted, with four (DIVE 23 to DIVE 26) committed

to the exploration of the HMMV.

DIVE 23 and DIVE 24 were dedicated to an initial MBES data

acquisition. The ROV was equipped with the high-frequency EM
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
2040 (Simrad Kongsberg) MBES. Data were acquired along four 1

km long transects flying 60 meters above the seafloor, obtaining a

microbathymetric map of the central part of HMMV, with a

resolution of 0.6 meters/pixel (Figure 1). Data acquisition was

planned and managed with EIVA NaviSuite® software, and raw

MBES data were then processed and cleaned using EIVA

NaviModel Producer®.

DIVE 26 was dedicated to video surveys for photogrammetric

mosaicking. For this purpose, the ROV was equipped with a

dedicated photogrammetry tool sledge (Figure 2) with a Spinner

II Shark - High-End HD Zoom camera (Imenco®) pointed 90°

downward, with the lens parallel to the seafloor, two additional

strobes able to generate more than 2500W to enlighten the seafloor

uniformly, and two deep-sea power lasers spaced at 14 cm. Before

the photogrammetric dives, an experimental methodological

protocol was designed on board, focusing on defining: (1) camera

position and orientation, (2) intensity and coverage of lighting on

the footage, (3) survey speed and altitude, and (4) appropriate

overlap between adjacent lines, considering the seafloor

morphological complexity. Data were then acquired in two

selected areas on the north hummocky periphery zone (Figure 2B).

During DIVE 26a (Figure 2) were acquired 6 parallel video

transects, 1.8 m spaced and approximately 50 meters long, with a

survey speed of ≤ 0.3 knots. This area presented a complex seafloor

morphology. For this reason, we added 3 transversal lines crossing

the central part of the main video transects, to guarantee the proper

overlap between the lines. On the other side, DIVE 26b (Figure 2)

inspected a slightly rounded depression, similar to a small crater.

There, 5 parallel video transects were performed, 1.8 m spaced and

approximately 30 m long, with a survey speed of ≤ 0.3 knots.

Positioning data for the all the ROV dives (MBES and

photogrammetry) were obtained using the HIPAP 501 USBL

(Ultra Short Base Line) high-precision underwater system. Such

data was subsequently utilized to accurately scale and position the

acquired models in their respective geographical contexts.
ROV video preprocessing and SfM
models reconstruction

From the video acquired during DIVE 26a and 26b, 1 frame per

second (a photogram every 30) was automatically extracted using

the Scene Video Filter function of VLC Media Player®. The

photograms, with a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels, were saved in

PNG format and sorted by dive and the number of transects in each

dive (Table 1). All the images were imported in Agisoft Metashape

1.8 Professional Edition® (Agisoft, 2018) and processed following a

well-established photogrammetric workflow (Young et al., 2017;

Price et al., 2019; Fallati et al., 2020; Lim et al., 2020; Ventura et al.,

2020; Ventura et al., 2022; Montes-Herrera et al., 2023). First, an

initial camera alignment called Align Photos was performed. This

step involves estimating the camera positions and orientations in

the scene by identifying overlapping features in the images (Agisoft,

2018). Once the photos were aligned, a detailed 3D Dense Point

Cloud was generated. The point cloud serves as the base surface

from which an ultra-high-resolution (mm) Digital Elevation Model
frontiersin.org
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(DEM) and an Orthomosaic were created for both dives (Figure 2).

During the SfM process, the models were accurately scaled using the

two laser pointers as a scale bar.

After scaling the models, we combined the data derived from

USBL (time and coordinates), plotted as point shape file tracks in

ArcGIS®, to some of the video frames used in SfM processing. We

mostly selected the frames on the edge of the lines and in the middle of
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
the models, correlating the times of these frames with the time and the

position of the ROV recorded by the UBLS. Moreover, we also used as

a reference the small-scale geomorphic elements detected by ROV-

based microbathymetry also visible in the SfM DEMs, to spatially link

the two models. This helped us to accurately georeference the models

in WGS 84/UTM Zone 33N (Lim et al., 2020).
HMMV high-resolution
geomorphometric analysis

Bathymetric layers, such as the processed microbathymetry from

ROV and high-resolution DEMs extrapolated from SfM, were

imported into ArcGIS Pro® 3.1. The 3D Analyst and Spatial

Analyst functions were used to calculate terrain descriptors such as

aspect, slope, and roughness for all the models, and Topographic

Position Index (TPI) on the ROV microbathymetry. Aspect indicates

the orientation of the slopes, expressed in cardinal directions. Slope

measures the vertical gradient of the surface in degrees. Roughness

measures the heterogeneity of the surface by calculating the difference

between the minimum and maximum bathymetric values over a

specific surface area. Lastly, TPI (based on a neighborhood size of 10

m) estimates the difference in bathymetry between a central cell and

the mean value of surrounding cells within a given group (Sappington

et al., 2007; Walbridge et al., 2018).
TABLE 1 ROV acquisition parameters, the photogrammetry workflow
parameters and the workstation processing characteristics.

DIVE 26a DIVE 26b

Dive Time 1.12 hours 0.31 hours

Transects 9 Lines 6 lines

Total N. Photograms 1634 719

Photogrammetry Workflow Parameters and Outputs

Images Aligned - High Quality - 1579/1634 715/719

Dense Point Cloud - High Quality - 95’309’446 points 50’724’320 points

DEM 2.92 mm 2.63 mm

Orthomosaic 1.46 mm 1.33 mm

Total Processing Time 0.45 hours 1.12 hours
IntelCore i7-9700k CPU 3.60GHz, 32 Gb RAM, NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 8 Gb.
FIGURE 2

(A) Ægir600 ROV with dedicated photogrammetry sledge (B) Zoom on the two areas mapped and the ROV tracks. (C) Schematic representation of
the ROV photogrammetric acquisition with altitude from the seafloor and speed maintained during the acquisition. (D) Main steps of the
photogrammetric workflow in Agisoft Metashape.
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Seafloor features classification using OBIA

The ultra-high resolution orthomosaics derived from SfMs were

imported in eCogniton® Developer 10.3 to perform Object-Based

Image Analysis (OBIA) processing. OBIA is a commonly used

technique for automatically analyzing images and categorizing

features from data gathered from various remote sensors

(Hossain and Chen, 2019). The methodology involves two main

steps: the application of segmentation algorithms to group pixels

into homogenous regions (segments), based on their spectral and

geometric characteristics, and the classification of these segments

into specified classes (Ventura et al., 2018; Conti et al., 2019;

Hossain and Chen, 2019; Fallati et al., 2020).

A Multiresolution Segmentation algorithm was applied to the

georeferenced orthomosaics, based on homogeneity criteria

(Figure 3). The image layer weights were set equal for all three

bands, and the optimal scale parameter found was set as 200 after

several attempts. A shape value of 0.1 and compactness of 0.5 were

established for the homogeneity criteria. After the segmentation

process, a Supervised Classification Technique was used to classify

the two surfaces into the four substrate types that characterize the

study area: Bacterial Mats High-Density, Bacterial Mats Low-

Density, Uncovered Mud, Sediment and Tubeworms. The

classification scheme was built based on ROV video analysis,

where classes were derived from Jerosch et al. (2007) and Gebruk

et al. (2003). At least 30 well-defined samples were selected for each

class to serve as training areas for the classification algorithm.

Thanks to the high-quality data and the millimetric resolution of

the obtained models, the different substrates were easily detected on

the orthomosaics. The Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm

was used to classify the segments considering all information

derived from the input dataset, such as spectral value, brightness,

size, shape and texture. We used a linear kernel type and a SVM-

parameter of 2. SVM has gained much popularity in the scientific
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
community and has proven to provide higher accuracy compared to

parametric classification algorithms, such as Machine Learning

(Mountrakis et al., 2011; Wahidin et al., 2015; Wicaksono et al.,

2019). After the classification, the adjacent segments were merged,

and the final output was exported as a shapefile.
Classification accuracy assessment

The accuracy assessment of the obtained classified maps was

done in ArcGIS Pro® 3.1 environment. On each map, 200 random

points were plotted, equally distributed among the different classes,

using the create accuracy assessment points function. The accuracy of

the maps was determined by manually classifying the points and

comparing them to the orthomosaics, which served as the ground

truth layer. The high resolution of the models (∼1.5 mm/pix) allowed

one of the co-authors, with expertise in cold seeps, to conduct an on-

screen check of the benthic communities. The accuracy was further

evaluated using a confusion matrix (compute confusion matrix

function) to estimate the user and producer accuracy, the maps’

overall accuracy, and the kappa index. (Landis and Koch, 1977).
Results

HMMV microbathymetry:
geomorphometric analysis

Thanks to the microbathymetry resolution of 0.6 m/cell, it was

possible to obtain accurate descriptors of the seafloor morphology

(Figure 4) that highlighted a precise subdivision of three main

geomorphic units already described by Jerosch et al. (2007): a flat

central crater, a peripheral hummocky area and the external moat

(partially covered by our survey to the northwest portion of the
FIGURE 3

OBIA methodology workflow with eCogniton Developer 10.3 for the classification of ultra-high resolution ROV orthomosaics.
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map). Geomorphometric parameters such as slope and ruggedness

(Figures 4A, B) revealed areas with higher terrain complexity in the

hummocky region, with an average slope higher than 40° and

ruggedness values > 0.05.

The TPI (Figure 4C), allowed defining four landforms classes:

fissure, lower slope areas, flat areas and ridges. Flat areas dominate

the central crater, although the presence of small-scale, slightly

arcuate seafloor undulations is more evident in the central and

southern parts of this unit, as highlighted by slope and ruggedness.

Moreover, the results obtained from the aspect analysis (Figure 4D),

suggest the main direction of the principal mudflows along a

Northwest-Southeast trend surface, as also documented by

Jerosch et al. (2007) and Perez-Garcia et al. (2009).

The hummocky unit is marked by fissures and ridges that typify

areas with high terrain complexity. However, based on the aspect

map analysis, these landforms have no clear spatial pattern and

seem randomly distributed. The northern section of the hummocky
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
unit displays two distinct sub-units, with an uneven seafloor and a

prominent network of fissures and ridges (Figure 5).
Ultra-high-resolution 2D and 3D models
from SfM workflow

The SfM workflow on the ROV video frames created two ultra-

high resolution seafloor models of 940 m2 at millimetric cell size

(Tables 1, 2). The first, DIVE 26a, covered an area of 684 m2 with a

resolution of 1.46 mm/pix for the orthomosaic and 2.92 mm/pix for

the DEM (Figure 6). In contrast, the second, DIVE 26b, covered a

slightly smaller area of 256 m2 but had a similar resolution of 1.33

and 2.63 mm/pix (Figure 7). The reconstructed models have a

georeferencing error that falls within the estimated UBSL error of

1% of the ROV depth. Additionally, the scaling error within the

models is 1.5 ± 0.7 mm, as calculated from the laser pointers. The
FIGURE 4

Morphometric analysis of HMMV ROV microbathymetry performed in ArcGIS Pro® 3.1. D. (A) Slope, (B) Terrain ruggedness, (C) Topographic Positing
Index (TPI) and (D) Aspect maps. In the aspect map (D), the black arrows indicate the main direction of the of the principal mudflows.
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georeferenced models are accurately aligned with the ROV

microbathymetry and overlap seamlessly.

Dive 26a
Dive26a covered the hummocky unit along an elongated fissure

(40 m length) and clearly showed peculiar landforms and

chemosynthetic benthic communities thanks to the sub-

centimetric resolution of the orthomosaic. As observed on the

DEM and the slope analysis, a steepness greater than 70° is

reached at some locations, where pits with uncovered sediments

are evident (Figure 6D). The main chemosynthetic communities are

the bacterial mats, which cover for 35 m2 the surface of the fissure

(with variable density), and the pogonophora tubeworms, 542 m2,

on the ridge summit. The ridge’s edge is clearly defined by a sudden

shift in slope, which is noticeable in both the Slope model and the

orthomosaic. Additionally, there is visible anthropogenic debris in

the area (upper part of a bucket) (Figure 6C).
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Dive 26b
Dive26b models focus on a smaller area that features a

subcircular fissure and a marginal ridge. The section measures 25

m, and the DEM and slope models indicate a depression in the

center that is surrounded by steep margins (> 70°). As observed on

the orthomosaic, the center of the depression shows newly

deposited mud and patches of bacterial mats with high coverage

density, respectively 189 m2 and 42 m2. Additionally, a section of

the seafloor with small fissures (Figure 7A) was detected during the

dive, where a continuous mud flow was recorded. (Supplementary

Video Material). Moreover, in this area, the ridge edges are well-

defined in the slope, and the pogonophora tubeworms community

dominates the submittal parts, covering 25 m2. Furthermore, there

is man-made waste (probably a burlap bag) also present in this

region (Figure 7C).
OBIA orthomosaics classification

eCognition’s OBIA workflow produced two classified maps

depicting 940 m2 of hummocky unit seafloor communities

(Figures 8, 9). The maps have similar overall accuracy rates of

87% (DIVE 26a) and 83% (DIVE 26b). However, the user accuracy

for different classes ranges from 72% to 96%, as shown in Table 1S.

Dive 26a map (Figure 8) shows a high coverage of pogonophora

tubeworms d in fine sediments that created a “dense carpet” of

organisms on the higher part of the area (ridge). Dense patches of

bacterial mats cover the lower part of the area (fissure) developed on

mud surface. There are more patches that are considered “low

density” than “high density.” Fine sediments that are not covered by

anything can be found near the pits, which are morphologies that

create deep depressions on the eastern part of the model.

Dive 26b map (Figure 9) shows that the classes are distributed

similarly to DIVE 26a. The upper part of the ridge is covered with

tubeworms mixed with fine sediments, while the center of the

fissure has only a few small patches. The depressed part of the map

mainly consists of exposed uncovered sediment and bacterial mats.

These mats are highly concentrated in the southeast area, near the

point where mud flow is released (Figure 7A).
Discussion

Only in the last decade, the advancements in ocean robotic

systems (e.g. ROVs), underwater cameras, and navigation/

positioning systems made it possible to collect high-quality data

in terms of resolution and accuracy in deep-sea environments. For

example, Robert et al. (2017), integrated various mapping

techniques and ocean technologies, including ROV and AUV

MBES data as well as ROV photogrammetry, to map deep-sea

vertical structures. Similarly, Conti et al. (2019), Price et al., (2019),

Lim et al. (2020), and De Oliveira et al. (2022) utilized the

combination of ROV microbathymetry and ROV SfM-derived

models to investigate deep-water coral environments. These

studies used DEMs and orthomosaics to extrapolate high-
TABLE 2 Areal coverage of benthic classes for DIVE 26a and DIVE 26b
derived from the OBIA classification.

DIVE26a Benthic
Classes Coverage

DIVE26b Benthic
Classes Coverage

Batcerials
Mats HD

4 m2 (0.58%) 9 m2 (3.52%)

Batcerials
Mats LD

31 m2 (4.53%) 33 m2 (12.89%)

Sediment +
Tubeworms

359 m2 (52.49%) 25 m2 (9.77%)

Fine
Sediment

290 m2 (42.40%) 189 m2 (73.83%)

684 m2 256 m2
FIGURE 5

Topographic Positing Index (TPI) highlighting the Ridges and the
Fissures, plotted on the hill-shaded model of the North part of the
hummocky unit. On the model are plotted the ROV tracks of DIVE 26.
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resolution terrain variables to investigate spatial patterns of

vulnerable benthic habitats with a detail never achieved before in

the deep-sea. In our research, we utilized a comparable method that

involved combining a dataset made up of microbathymetric and

photogrammetric models obtained through the use of a work-class

ROV. The analysis of the ROV microbathymetry enabled us to

determine an area with a high level of complexity within the

hummocky region. Additionally, we were able to classify the

landforms and the distribution of the chemosynthetic

communities with the help of Sfm DEMs and orthomosaics.
HMMV landforms analysis

The ROV-based microbathymetry dataset (Figure 1) provided

an accurate morpho-bathymetric map of the central sector of the

HMMV. As emerged from the analysis of the slope and ruggedness

maps, two main morphological units can be distinguished over the

volcano’s central sector: the flat central crater, and the hummocky

periphery (Figure 10A). These units have already been described in

previous studies by Gebruk et al. (2003) and Jerosch et al. (2007).

An additional external unit, the moat, surrounds the two internal

geomorphic units. However, it is still not clearly visible in our data

as those are mainly focused on the central part of the

HMMV (Figure 10A).

The ruggedness index reveals that some parts of the hummocky

unit are more complex than others, with an intricate succession of

ridges and fissures (Figure 4). Furthermore, the northern part of the
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hummocky unit is the area where most of the observations of large

gas flares were detected in the water column through the years

(Foucher et al., 2010). Gas bubbles were also observed in situ during

previous expeditions, from the ROV videos, like at the so-called

“Champagne” (Sauter et al., 2006) and the “Vickign” sites (Foucher

et al., 2010). The sources of gas emissions have been located within

the area covered by DIVE26a and DIVE26b (Foucher et al., 2010),

indicating the intense gas seepage activity and mud extrusion of this

subunit (Figure 10B). However, during the Ægir 6000 ROV

exploration in 2021 (present study), no direct bubbles were

observed. Instead, a continuous mud flow was recorded from

small fissures in the area that was mapped during DIVE26b

(Figure 7A; Supplementary Video Materials). The absence of

evident gas emission and the compelling presence of numerous

elements on the seafloor can indicate recent episode of gas release

and highlight the frequent, but intermittent in time and space,

seepage activity in this area. This was also well marked from the

photogrammetric reconstruction of two of the fissures in the

subunit (Figures 6, 7).
ROV photogrammetry on the
hummocky subunit

Thanks to the ultra-high resolution ROV photogrammetry, we

were able to delve deeper into the eco-geomorphological patterns of

the hummocky subunit, reaching levels of resolution and accuracy

far beyond any previous studies on cold seep environments. In fact,
FIGURE 6

The DIVE 26a Orthomosaic, DEM, and Slope have been plotted on the hillshaded model. The zoom boxes highlight: (A) the edge of the ridge with
tubeworms and fine sediment and the area with Uncovered Mud just below the abrupt step; (B) an area with a bacterial mat (High-Density)
surrounded by Uncovered Mud; (C) the presence of anthropogenic debris (indicated by a black arrow); (D) a pit opened on the sea floor with
uncovered mud (indicated by a black arrow).
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the models derived from the dedicated photogrammetry during

DIVE26 have a higher resolution with respect to the video mosaics

produced on HMMV by Jerosch et al. (2007) and the photo-mosaics

by Marcon et al. (2013; 2014). Moreover, the DEMs (Figures 6, 7)

obtained through the SfMs workflow make it possible to analyze the

morphometric parameters of the monitored areas, unveiling more

clearly the seafloor complexity and its relationship with

associated habitats.

Basic surface landform parameters (i.e. hillshade and slope)

computed for DIVE 26a, highlight deep pits (edged by ∼90° steep
slopes) that form small craters exposing uncovered mud

(Figure 6D). The rim of these pits appears composed of fine

sediments densely colonized by tubeworms. The craters were

likely created by sporadic gas venting that occurred throughout

cracks in the seabed, which deeply marked the seafloor complexity

in the surveyed subunits of the hummocky area (Foucher et al.,

2010). The remaining part of the mapped area is an elongated steep

fissure surrounded by sharped ridges; the fissure’s bottom is covered

with mud colonized with bacterial mats, while at the top, the ridge is

delimited by fine sediment and tubeworm communities. The spatial

pattern associated with the detected chemoautotrophic

communities (i.e. Beggiatoa mats and pogonophoran tubeworms)
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is also reflected in the DIVE 26b surveyed area (Figure 7). The

occurrence of a dense layer of bacterial mats, covering the fissure’s

bottom close to the minor fractures, with active fluid flow, confirms

the seepage activity along fissures. On the contrary, the sharp

transition marked by an abrupt slope change with the ridge

summit, dominated by sediments and tubeworms (Figure 7B)

confirms that tubeworms are commonly distributed where more

stable conditions characterize the seafloor substrate in gas-charged

deep-sea sediment and the seepage activity is not able to disrupt

the seafloor.

The preferential allocation of the two communities, respectively

on the upper part of the ridge and in the fissure, can therefore

indicate methane availability close to the interface between

sediments and water. In fact, the anaerobic oxidation of methane

(AOM) regulates methane release into bottom water and can

control the availability of hydrogen sulfide used by Beggiatoa and

pogonophorans (Boethius et al., 2000; Niemann et al., 2006;

Argentino et al., 2022b). Beggiatoa mats are present in major

abundance where the AOM is near the surface of the sediments,

while the pogonophorans, which can achieve sulfide from the

deeper sediment layers, indicate a lower extension in AOM

(Jerosch et al., 2007; Åström et al., 2020). The location of these
FIGURE 7

The DIVE 26b Orthomosaic, DEM, and slope plotted on the hillshaded model. The four zoomed boxes highlight: (A) Small cracks on the uncovered
mud where continuous mud flow was recorded during the dive (indicated by a black arrow); (B) the edge of the depression marked with the change
of slope and the tubeworms and fine sediments that dominate the upper part of the ridge; (C, D) are areas of the central part of the fissure
dominated by Bacterial Mats coverage. In zoom box (C) is well visible an anthropogenic debris (burlap bag, indicated by a black arrow).
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two communities can help determine methane seepage’s intensity.

The Beggiatoamats are often found in mud areas. At the same time,

pogonophorans tubeworms tend to thrive in areas with lower (or

deeper) levels of methane and hydrogen sulfide, as the upper ridge,

indicated a clear spatial succession (Jerosch et al., 2007; Argentino

et al., 2021; Argentino et al., 2022a). This succession emerges clearly

by analyzing the SfM models obtained from DIVE26a and
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DIVE26b, especially when combining the terrain features with a

visual examination of the seafloor. In fact, the millimetric resolution

of the orthomosaic helped us to identify the spatial distribution of

communities present in the area and to map them in detail through

the OBIA workflow. Moreover, the orthomosaic’s resolution

allowed the detection of abundant macrofauna, primarily

Zoarcidae benthic fishes, in the mapped seafloor areas (SM

Figure 11). These findings highlight the potential of ROV

photogrammetry in studying the benthic macrofauna of cold seep

environments, which are known as biodiversity hotspots in the

ocean (Rybakova Goroslavskaya et al., 2013; Levin et al., 2015;

Åström et al., 2018). Thanks to the georeferencing of the models

and their high spatial accuracy, it could be possible to perform

reliable measurements of the organisms, quantification of

individual abundance, and analysis of their relationship with the

surrounding environment.
OBIA seafloor classification

The OBIA classification provided accurate maps of the

distribution of major benthic classes in DIVE26a and DIVE26b.

The use of multiresolution segmentation and supervised classification

sped up the classification process, minimizing the operator bias that

can result frommanual on-screen editing. In addition, the parameters

established in the eCognition® decision tree can be used to classify

orthomosaics of cold seeps obtained under comparable conditions.

In DIVE26a, Bacterial mats distributed sporadically over the

lower parts of the fissure. It seems that colonization began in the

eastern portion of the map, where small bacterial patches have been

observed in the mud zone. Instead, the DIVE 26b map shows in the

southern part, numerous patches of high and low-density Bacterial

mats form a nearly continuous layer. This distribution may suggest

the presence of high levels of methane in the upper part of the

seabed, as evidenced by the active fluid flow recorded from seabed

cracks. Moreover, the density of these patches can increase through

time following the increment of the seepage activity, as described by

Girard et al. (2020) in a long-term monitoring study (LOOME)

conducted on a section of HMMV close to the regions mapped in

DIVE 26. Scattered patches are present on the remaining fissure

area, alternating with uncovered mud. In line with DIVE 26a, the

tubeworms class was found to be prevalent in the upper section of

the ridge. This redundant distribution of the substrate classes

reinforces the clear link between the availability of methane near

the sediment surface and the allocation of the two main

chemosynthetic communities.
ROV photogrammetry constraints

When using the ROV photogrammetry approach, it is

important to consider its l imitat ions. First ly , proper

infrastructure is needed to collect reliable and high-quality data.

This involves acquiring data from a R/V and with a work-class

ROV. To achieve this, the ROV must be equipped with a high-

definition camera that is oriented with the lens parallel to the
FIGURE 8

Classification of Dive 26a ultra-high resolution orthomosaic through
OBIA and SVM classification.
FIGURE 9

Classification of Dive 26b ultra-high resolution orthomosaic through
OBIA and SVM classification.
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seafloor, and powerful lights that can uniformly illuminate the

camera’s focal view. Additionally, the positioning system must be

highly accurate while the pilots must be skilled enough to

maintain the ROV’s stability on the defined lines and at the

same altitude from the bottom. Any lateral or vertical

movements can cause a non-uniform illumination, which may

reduce the probability of the alignment of the frames during the

SfM workflow (Price et al., 2019). These challenges can be more

difficult in areas with complex seafloors, such as the site mapped

in this study. Consequently, to ensure the side overlap between the

six parallel lines acquired in DIVE 26a, three extra transects had to

be added, transversal to the main direction of the ROV.

There is another factor that should be taken into account: the

amount of time required for data acquisition. In our research, it

took approximately 2 hours of ROV video footage to map an area of

940 m2 (Lim et al., 2020). Additionally, conducting other scientific

tasks, such as collecting sediment samples or acquiring MBES data,

during photogrammetry can be impossible due to the presence of

the dedicated sledge with the camera and the lights. Furthermore,

the time required to bring the ROV back to the RV deck to adjust

settings can further prolong the operation time.
Conclusion

Our study represents an advancement in understanding the

geomorphology and ecological aspects of the Håkon Mosby Mud
Frontiers in Marine Science 12
Volcano (HMMV) and its cold seep environments. Combining data

from ROV microbathymetry and SfM photogrammetry, we

obtained high-resolution information previously unattainable with

traditional acoustic remote sensing methods. The integration of

multi-sources and multi-resolution data allowed us to generate

scaled and georeferenced bi- and three-dimensional (2D, 3D)

models, providing detailed insights into the underwater features

and cold seep habitats associated with the HMMV. Moreover, the

application of ROV photogrammetry proved to be a powerful tool

in deep-sea imaging research, enabling us to analyze the seafloor

terrain with great precision.

The obtained ultra-high resolution SfM models facilitated a

comprehensive analysis of the cold seep benthic communities,

shedding light on their composition and spatial distribution with

unprecedented detail. Using OBIA and SVM classification, we were

able to accurately map the distribution of the primary

chemoautotrophic habitats on 940 m2 of the high complexity

hummocky area. Four prominent substrate types were distinctly

imaged in these regions: uncovered mud, bacterial mats high-

density, bacterial mats low-density, sediments and tubeworms. This

process helped to clarify their relationship with the terrain

morphology and seepage activity, providing valuable knowledge for

understanding the ecological functioning of cold seep ecosystems in

MVs. Furthermore, our SfM models have exceptional spatial and

geographical accuracy, making them a useful starting point for long-

term studies. In fact, by monitoring the same area over time following

the herein-defined workflow, our models can track changes in
FIGURE 10

(A) Ruggedness map derived from ROV MBES microbathymerty. The three morphological units and the high-complexity subunit on the north part of
the hummocky rim were highlighted on the map. (B) Zoom on the subunit characterized by a high level of ruggedness. Habitat maps of DIVE26a
and DIVE26b fall within this area. The dotted line indicates the seafloor portion where most gas bubbles and acoustic flares were recorded in
previous studies (Sauter et al., 2006; Foucher et al., 2010).
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seafloor morphology and benthic habitat dynamics, providing a

reliable baseline for research.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 1

Benthic macrofauna identified in the orthomosaics. (A) Amblyraja

hyperborean, a ray commonly found in cold seep environments, lay on a

substrate of fine sediments and tubeworms. (B) Several fishes of the species
Lycodes squamiventer (Family Zoarcidae) lay on the uncovered mud

scattered with bacterial mats.
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